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Computer Transportation Models for Land 
Use Regulation and Master Planning in 
Montgomery County, Maryland 

MICHAEL REPLOGLE 

The evolution of computer transportation modeling in Montgom
ery County Maryland, over the past 15 year , .i described in thi 
paper along with the ways in which transportation models bave 
been used for planning and growth management. Tran p rtation 
models have been u ed 10 link land development regulation deci
sions with the budget process for transportation infrastructure 
provi ion under the county's Adequate Public Facility Ordinance, 
with level of service standards for acceprnble lraffic conge. tion 
levels used to set limits on new subdivision activity in parts of 
the county. Transportation model have been used to evaluate 
the long-range balance between current zoning and infrastructure 
projected under th ma ter plan of highways. Build-out of current 
20ning with planned infrastrucmre lead to intolerable trnrric 
conge. tion. By reducing the ratio between jobs and hou.eholds, 
clustering employment and providing a new light rail y l'em 
connecting maj r centers of the emerging polycentric metropol
itan region , with infrastructure to make l'he center bicycle- and 
ped trian-friendly , acceptable level or traffic congestion could 
be achjevcd at much higher level · of urbanization. The devel
opment of transportal'ion models to support these plru1rung efforts , 
including calibration of a peak-hour factor model a nested logit 
mode choice model sensitive to the quality of pedestrian access 
to public transportation, and subarea master planning model sys
tems are discu · ed in this paper. It describes preliminary work 
in combining Geographic Information Sy terns (UJS) technology 
with conventional regional transportation models. It describes 
how GIS may be the best tool for dealing with tran portation 
behavior variables where the variance in the data within zones 
exceeds the variance between zones. 

Montgomery County, Maryland, is a large, affluent munici
pality immediately north of Washington, D. C. Until recently, 
the county was composed largely of bedroom suburban com
munities, self-sufficient towns, and fertile agricultural areas. 
In the past several decades, the county has witnessed rapid 
growth in both employment and housing as the Washington 
area has developed a more multinucleated metropolitan form. 
Montgomery County's economic base is focused on biotech
nology, information and commur.ications technologies, and 
activities of the United States government. The county now 
encompasses 350,000 jobs and 700,000 people in 270,000 
households with growth clustered in several urbanized inner
ring satellite cities and spread across the sprawling 1-270 growth 
corridor. Six out of 10 county residents work in the county, 
while one-fourth work in the District of Columbia. 

Maryland National Capital Park and Planning Commission, 8787 
Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring, Md. 20910. 

In the past several years, traffic congestion and growth 
policy have become central political issues in many rapidly 
urbanizing suburban growth areas of America, such as Mont
gomery County. As the organization responsible for devel
oping master plans and regulating the subdivision of land in 
Montgomery County, the Maryland National Capital Park 
and Planning Commission (M-NCPPC) has played an impor
tant role in shaping and staging growth in the area. 

Since passage of an Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance 
(APFO) in the mid-1970s, the county has sought to keep 
growth from outpacing the provision of infrastructure, such 
as roads, sewers, and schools. This has sometimes led to a 
moratorium on subdivision approvals for housing or com
mercial development in selected planning areas across the 
county and helped stimulate increased investments in infra
structure to support development . 

Computer transportation models have been used for nearly 
a decade as tools to help assess the maximum levels of house
hold and employment growth desirable within different sub
areas of the county, given programmed transportation 
improvements. The county has recently been extending the 
utility of these computer models to assess master plan devel
opment issues, staging of capital improvements, long-range 
regional planning issues, and other matters. This paper reviews 
the evolution of computer modeling techniques and appli
cations for land use and transport planning in Montgomery 
County. 

EVOLUTION OF COMPUTER TRANSPORT 
MODELING SYSTEMS IN MONTGOMERY 
COUNTY 

TRIMS 

The M-NCPPC began using computer transportation models 
in 1977 by borrowing, with consultant assistance, the travel 
demand models and TRIMS modeling software developed by 
the Washington Metropolitan Council of Governments (COG). 
This conventional four-step transportation model, similar to 
UTPS, was run on a remote time-share IBM mainframe com
puter. A transportation engineer, with support from a com
puter programmer, maintained the road network and average 
daily traffic count data base and the land use inputs used by 
the model. The primary use of the model was to help evaluate 
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how much new growth should be permitted in the subdivision 
review process in different policy areas of the county based 
on new roads programmed in the four- to six-year county and 
state captal budgets, working on an annual regulatory analysis 
cycle. 

In the early 1980s, a citizens advisory committee evaluated 
the process used to establish growth policy under the APFO 
and recommended making a number of improvements in the 
modeling techniques. New staff was brought in to oversee the 
operation and enh<rncement of the model system in 1983. 

Growth in the county reached unprecedented rates for a 
prolonged period following the 1982-1983 recession. In the 
meantime, road construction schedules slipped from those 
expressed in the capital budgets that had been used to estimate 
infrastructure available to support new development approv
als. Thi led to noticeable increases iu traffic congestion , pub
lic outcry again l growth , numerous political initiatives t 
better manage growth and traffic, and strong pressures on the 
growth management system, computer data bases, and sys
tems used to assess growth and traffic congestion. 

Additional resources were made available for computer 
modeling and data collection, but with unrealistic expectation 
that near-immediate results could be forthcoming. Long-term 
system enhancement efforts took back seat to then current 
applications of the existing computer transportation model, 
which were handicapped by an ob olete and increasingly dys
functional mainframe-ba ed data base management system 
that handled model inputs and output .. 

EMME/2 

In 1985, the M-NCPPC purchased the EMME/2 tran porta
tion modeling software to obtain its equilibrium assignment 
techniques, strong transit modeling capabilities, impressive 
computer graphics display and interactive graphic network 
editing capabilities, and a flexible framework for model devel
opment and calibration. The availability of this more robust 
and powerful software led to the abandonment of an in-house 
effort to transfer the TRIMS software and a newly developed 
data base management system to an HP-3000 owned by the 
M-NCPPC. 

This change enhanced M-NCPPC's in-house capabilities for 
data management, transportatioll model development, and 
the creation of post-processing evaluation programs using pro
gramming tools available within the UNIX operating system. 
It offered the benefits of operating on a user-controlled micro
computer-an HP-9000-rather than on a remote main
frame. It also provided the context for beginning a gradual 
adaptation, enhancement, and replacement of COG travel 
demand models with models more sensitive to the policy anal
ysis needs of Montgomery County planners and decision 
makers. 

Over the years, the M-NCPPC has adapted zone and net
work systems to a variety of scales for different types of trans
port.1tion model applications. The fir. r . tep was in converting 
th COG 1246-zone traffic model to a county-focu ed sy tern 
in which 246 zones represented Montgomery County and only 
90 zones represented the rest of the Washington region. In 
recent years, this has been further focused within the county 
on smaller areas master planning models to obtain a level of 
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detail more desirable for subarea master planning, assessment 
of new development prop als, and evaluation of community 
level strategies for tran portation system manage1111;;11l. l'hc:se 
are all areas of extensive M-NCPPC regulatory and planning 
activity. 

These more detailed subarea models retain the 90-zone 
coarse detail for the region outside Montgomery ounty, a 
moderate level of detail (about 200 to 230 zone-s) within Mont
gomery County outside the subarea and great detail (70 to 
200 zones) within the selected subareas of the county. Each 
subarea model data base is coded to operate with EMME/2 
computer transportation modeling software, using the M
NCPPC's evolving set of transportation supply and demand 
models, coded as EMME/2 macros. 

With increasingly sophisticated models and a rapid growth 
in model applications for short- and long-range planning on 
a subarea, county, and regional level of analysis, there has 
been a need to expand both staff and computer resources. 
Today M-NCPPC's Transportation/Land Use Modeling sec
tion employs one-half dozen transportation engineers, several 
planning technicians and interns, and an HP-9000/835 com
puter supported by 3000 MB of hard disk capacity, plotters, 
and graphics terminals. At any one time, 30 or more EMME/ 
2 data bases for different model applications are typically in 
current use status on the system. 

SPANS 

In late 1988 the M-NCPPC acquired the SPAN Geographic 
Information System (GIS) to better estimate model inputs 
from large disaggregate datasets and better display model 
inputs and outputs. Eventually, the M-NCPPC hopes to develop 
new hybrid land-use and transportation-planning models that 
will combine the powerful disaggregate point and vector data 
manipulation of GIS technology with the network analysis 
and multidimensional matrix handling capabilities of conven
tional zone-based transportation models, such as EMME/2. 

CALIBRATION OF AN AM PEAK HOUR TRAFFIC 
MODEL 

The initial area for model enhancement when the EMME/2 
software was acquired by the M-NCPPC was to calibrate an 
AM peak hour traffic model. Previously, a daily traffic model 
with link-specific composite peak-hour factors had been used 
for most traffic modeling in the Washington, D.C. region . 
Having a real peak-hour model, as opposed to a composite 
AM/PM peak-hour model, meant that directional capacity of 
roads with reversible lanes and uneven directional capacities 
could be directly represented. The capacity utilization by 
direction could be measured for more sensitivity to policy 
choices related to this. Changes in peaking behavior over time 
due to both urbanization and congestion could be more readily 
captured. 

Moreover, the result of assignments would be traffic loads 
closely representative of what people encounter going to work, 
rather than a more abstract composite of both AM and PM 
peak congestion. Pure AM or PM peak hour assignments 
exhibit the true directionality of traffic flows typical of many 
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communities. Daily assignments factored to represent com
posite peak period conditions with balanced directional flows 
had masked errors in network coding and trip table charac
teristics due to their ambiguous nature. 

The object of the M-NCPPC modeling was the estimation 
of peak-hour congestion and the adequacy of traffic conditions 
given certain assumed land-use and network characteristics. 
With the daily traffic forecasts of the previous TRIMS system, 
it had been necessary to convert daily volumes to peak-hour 
volumes or to convert hourly capacities to daily capacities to 
estimate relative congestion levels. 

The solution to this problem had been to assume that for 
certain road types, some fixed percentage of the total daily 
traffic would occur in the peak hour or to assume a fixed link
specific factor for the inefficiency of capacity utilization, rec
ognizing that traffic flows demonstrate major peak demands 
usually twice a day with very low flows late at night. The data 
on which to determine these factors were very limited, so 
default factors had been used, that could not readily reflect 
gradual changes over time in the peaking characteristics of 
traffic. 

Common sense suggests that two key factors influence the 
peaking characteri tics of traffic: (a) the land use density and 
mix and associated demographic character of an area; and (b) 
the amount of peak hour congestion in the transportation 
system. 

Small towns, sprawling bedroom communities, and isolated 
industrial or office parks typically display higher peak-hour 
factors-that is, a greater portion of the total daily trips are 
made in the AM and PM peak hours of traffic-than do 
heterogeneous, high-density, cosmopolitan urban centers. 
Homogeneous land use areas, whether office centers or res
idential communities, where the "sidewalks roll up at 6 o'clock," 
as the saying goes, attract or generate far more of their daily 
trips in the peak hours than do place that attract human 
activity both day and night, regardless of the levels of traffic 
congestion. 

Travel corridors and areas with severe peak hour traffic 
congestion-the famous freeways of Los Angeles, where "rush 
hour" starts at 5:30 a.m. and ends at 8 p.m., with a slight dip 
in mid-morning and mid-afternoon, come to mind-also 
experience fairly flat distributions of daily travel demand, with 
low peak-hour factors, because the peak periods become very 
long. In response to increased peak-hour congestion, people 
with some flexibility start to alter their travel times to avoid 
the worst traffic conditions. Obviously, there are social, polit
ical, and ultimately theoretical limits to the degree of trip
time flexibility and congestion-induced peak-hour spreading. 

Conventional approaches that use fixed factors to account 
for peaking characteristics of traffic obviously cannot hope to 
deal with either of these two conditions that lead to a lowering 
of peak-hour factors over time as areas urbanize and conges
tion increases. The limits of fixed factors became apparent to 
M-NCPPC staff trying to evaluate peak-hour congestion trends 
using average daily traffic count data. With the fixed factors, 
congestion levels of several times the assumed daily capacity 
were found on more than a few links in rapidly urbanizing 
formerly rural areas of Montgomery County. 

Upon closer analysis, it became clear that the link peak
hour capacity factors needed to be altered to reflect urbani
zation and corridor congestion. However, with thousands of 
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links in the model, a systematic and automated approach to 
establish new factors would be needed. An examination of 
the available traffic count data base yielded more evidence 
thac change was needed but gaps and inaccuracies in the data 
provided no easy means for reliable calibration of a new link
based model. Jndeed the COG had recently undertaken its 
own assessment of new link-based peak factors for another 
jurisdiction with results that looked not too promising. 

With installation of the new M- PPC EMME/2 model 
system, an opportunity arose to develop a new approach. The 
alternate and more direct way to get at the question of peaking 
of demand was to take daily trip tables and split them to a 
peak-hour trip-table for a ignment. 

A large data ba ·e of AM and PM peak period turning
movement traffic count at intersections by half-hour interval 
was available for a large portion of Montgomery County from 
the early 1970. to the pre ent, but this data had not been 
computerized. A half-dozen interns were put to work for me 
months to code and clean traffic-count lata. Rather than 
seeking traffic counts for a particular hour of the day, it was 
decided to calibrate the model to the AM peak hour for each 
intersection, whenever it occurred. 

It would have been desirable to develop a PM peak-hour 
model, as traffic congestion problems are somewhat more 
severe in the PM than in the AM. However, the majority of 
trips on the road at that time of day are non-work trips , for 
which there was little recent data to calibrate models. Because 
survey data suggested that home-based work trips con ·ututed 
nearly 80 percent of trips on the road in the AM peak hour, 
M-NCPP staff decided t tackle the easier problem first , 
relying on the 1980 Cen us trip-table data to help estimate a 
refined work !Tip model. A 1980 COG auto u e urvey of 
more than 600 households in the Wa. hington region provided 
data on the percent of automobile trips by purpose by hour 
of day to help derive trip-table splitring factors. 

Rough initial factors for splitting daily trip tables were.esti
mated from the COG survey data: 19 percent of home-based 
work trips, 3.2 percent of home-based other trips, 1 percent 
of home-based shop trips, and 3 percent of non-home-based 
trip were to be assigned to the AM peak-hour highway net
work. The input trip tables were th observed w rk trip table 
from the 1980 Census and imulated non-work tables based 
on the COG models. 

The results were disappointing at first, with substantial 
oversimulation of vehicle-miles of travel (VMT) in the core 
areas of the region and substantial undersimulation of VMT 
in the fringe suburban and rural area . Then the experimen
tation began first with area-based fact rs, then with den ity
based factors that adjusted these initial trip-table splitting 
factors upward and downward. 

After several tests of alternate model forms, a simple den
sity-based model was found that produced very close agree
ment between simulated and observed VMT for both l980 
and 1984. It adjusted the initial regional trip-table splitting 
factors from the COG auto use survey upward or downward 
by up to 20 percent at the origin and destination trip ends, 
based on household density at the origin end and employment 
density at the destination end. As expected, tbe lowest trip
table plitting factors were applicable Lo high-den ·ity, mjxed 
land-use areas and the highest splitting factors co low-den ity , 
homogeneous areas. The final model is shown in Figure 1. 
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Household Density in Thousands per Square Mile 

Peak Hour Factor 
Destinat ion 
Adjustment 1.0 

Factor 

0.8 
0 2 4 .5 20 

Employment Dens i ty in Thou sands per Square Mile 

FIGURE .I AM peak-hour trip·table splitting using density-based adj ustment fac tors to 
account for effects of prawl-cJustcring on peak ing of tr ips. 

The resulting AM peak hour model matched within 5 per
cent VMT and V/C ratio estimates produced from traffic counts 
for the 20 policy areas of Montgomery County. The model 
also matched major jurisdiction level VMT q·uite closely in 
the Wa hjngton region, with network assignm nts producing 
a r ot mean quare error (RMSE) of about 26 percent against 
observed traffic coun ts (1) . 

Adjustments were made to the model structure to com
pensate for the relatively large zone size coded in some parts 
of the Washington region outside of Montgomery County that 
affected the computed densities. Another refinement was later 
made to discount home-based work trips in the AM peak 
hour related to retail employment in those zones with very 
large amounts of retail employment, in particular the regional 
shopping malls, where stores typically open at 10 a.m. 

This model corroborates the findings of the costs of sprawl 
studies (2) done in the mid-1970s, suggesting that more trans
portation infrastructure per unit of development is needed 
when the development is put into low-density areas than if it 
goes into already built-up areas. It also corresponds to the 
common sense notion that small-scale, heterogeneous land 
use, which permits more travel demand to be met by non
motorized means, similarly requires less transportation infra
structure per unit of development. 

This peak-hour trip-table splitting model provides a means 
of formally accounting for changes in peak-hour factors in 
response to urbanization over time. Further research with 
additional data sources is needed to identify the extent to 
which this empirical model reflects peak spreading due to 

demographic changes versus the traffic congestion that typi
cally comes with urbanization. 

It should be noted that this density-based peak-hour trip
table splitting model does not explicitly account for the impact 
of congestion on pear~ spreading. It also has the weakness of 
introducing distortions in the rnlative trip distribution of the 
final peak-hour trip tables . 

Because traffic conditions in 1980 in the Washington, D.C. 
area were not as bad as many other large metropolitan areas , 
it is presumed that much of the peak spreading simulated by 
the model is due to urbanization itself. A fruitful research 
project might be to test elasticities of peak spreading against 
various cross-classified corridor congestion levels and land use 
density/heterogeneity conditions in different cities. 

Research is being carried out by the M-NCPPC in 1990 with 
data from a larger and more recent travel survey, with hopes 
to replace this simple density-based peak-hour factor model 
with a more refined approach. 

CALIBRATION OF A NESTED LOGIT MODE 
CHOICE MODEL 

With the TRIMS model system, the M-NCPPC was forced to 
use a very crude non-network-based approach to estimate 
transit mode shares for work trips. Non-work trips were gen
erated as vehicle trips, so no mode share estimation was required 
to derive vehicle trip tables for highway assignment. When 
the EMME/2-based AM peak-hour highway model was devel-
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oped, M-N PP staff concurrently deve loped a data base 
descriptive of AM peak ho ur transit serv ices in the Washing
ton, D.C. region and did a quick , crude calibration against 
1980 census journey-to-work data of a simple stratified regres
sion work trip transit mode share model with a form borrowed 
from COG. An extremely simplistic non-network-based cross
classification auto occupancy model used in TRIMS was trans
ferred intact into the EMME/2 framework. 

These tools provided temporary support for the growing 
workload of transportation modeling applications demanded 
by the M-NCPPC work program, but failed to provide sen
sitivity to a wide range of alternative public policies that might 
reduce dependency on the single passenger automobile . 

To respond to these policy analysis needs, a new nested 
logit mode choice model for work trips was calibrated in late 
1988 by M-N PPC with assistance from om is Corporation, 
using 1987-1988 regional travel survey data. The model fore
casts the probabilities of using an automobile by auto occu
pancy class, transit by walking, or automobile access. In addi
tion to the usual model inputs related to travel time and cost 
by mode, this model is sensitive to transit serviceability fac
tors-the availability of sidewalks and bicycle paths, the degree 
of heterogeneity of land use at a small scale, building set
backs, and availability of bus stop shelters. These factors have 
been crudely estimated at the zone level by use of a composite 
weighted index-the Transit Serviceability Index. For each 
transportation zone, assess and add the following: 

•Sidewalks 
. 00 None 
.05 Discontinuous and narrow 
.15 Narrow but along all major streets 
.25 Adequate width along all major streets 
.35 Everywhere, augmented with traffic calming or 

pedestrian streets and shortcuts 
.45 Full area-wide pedestrian district with restraints on 

automobile use 
• Land use mix 

.00 Homogeneous within walking distance 

.10 Some mix of uses within walking distance 

.20 Moderate density fully mixed use 

. 25 High density fully mixed use 
• Building set backs 

.00 Large (mostly sprawled campus style) 

.10 Small (mostly abutting street & bus stops) 
• Transit stop conditions 

.00 No bus stop shelters 

.10 Widely available bus stop shelters 
• Bicycle conditions 

.00 Little or none 

.05 Some cycle paths and special facilities 

. 10 Network of cycle paths and lanes with good con
ditions for cyclists to reach centers 

Sum total ranges between 0 and 1.0 and comprises the Transit 
Serviceability Index, or indicator of pedestrian and bicycle 
friendliness. 

This new logit model was developed to better simulate cur
rent suburban transit use and improve sensitivity to factors 
that influence this. Comsis had previously analyzed the perfor
mance of a new mode choice model calibrated on 1980 census 
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data for the COG. While the COG model performed well at 
the regional level and io forecasting tran it trips destined to 
downtown Washington , D .C., it substantially overe timated 
transit trips to suburban activity centers, even with area-based 
adjustment factors. For example, the equivalent of 60 minutes 
of in-vehicle traL1sit time had to be added to trips destined to 
the North Bethesda area of Montgomery County, an auto
mobile-oriented, high-technology employment center, to match 
the observed propensity for transit use. 

The COG model is typical of mode choice models used in 
the United States today, being based primarily on in- and out
of-vehicle travel times and travel cost, with some area-to-area 
adjustment factors. The quality of the transit access and egress 
system, a very disaggregate fine-grained element of the trans
portation system broadly de. cribed a transit serviceability, 
is not a factor of the model. Indeed, the modeler must pre
specify the hare of acce s trip for each zone that will walk 
or drive to transit. M-NCPP taff believed that inclusion of 
transit serviceability factors might account for much of the 
variance in mode choice behavior that remained unexplained 
by the COG model, especially when comparing au tom bile
oriented suburban activity centers with more traditional 
downtowns. Moreover, use of such variables might make it 
possible for the model to estimate mode of access to transit 
directly. 

Model calibration bore out this hypothesis. Transit ser
viceability factors at both origin and destination ends of trips 
statistically proved to be highly explanatory variables, both 
for propensity to use transit and for means of access to 
transit (3) . 

In 1990, M-NCPPC staff is importing existing computerized 
data files on Montgomery County sidewalks, street medians, 
bus stops, and other factors influencing transit serviceability 
into SPANS GIS oftware for more precise quantificati n of 
these factors. SP ANS or other software will also be used with 
parcel fiJe, subdivision file, zone and subzone bouJ1dary files, 
and a file showing transit stop 1 cations to calculate, rather 
than guess at, average weighted walking access distances from 
zones to transit stops, that an be a signed to walk-centroid 
connectors used in transit assignments. As data inputs are 
refined, the logit model will be reestimated using these addi
tional disaggregate variables . 

TRANSPORT MODEL STRUCTURE AND 
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 

Across the United States, a conventional four-step transpor
tation modeling process (trip generation/trip distribution/mode 
choice/network assignment) has been used with aggregate zone
based data input for transportation planning since the early 
1960s. Montgomery County has been no different . 

Zonal aggregation has been the product of practical and 
cost limits on computer memory and speed that have forced 
planners to simplify highly complex non-linear disaggregate 
systems into far simpler and more linear aggregate systems 
for analysis. With the advances in computer technology over 
the past decade, however , many of the original reasons for 
purely aggregate analysis have disappeared. Di aggregate data 
analysis and modeling is becoming more co t effective a data 
acquisition, management, analysis, storage, and computing 
technologies have improved and become less expensive. By 
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making regionaJ transportation models more di aggregate and 
reflective of the rich spatial variation that exists in living com· 
munitics, ome of the major limitati n · of clHssir. four-step 
aggregate zone-ba eel regional transportation models can likely 
be overcome. 

The conventional four-step aggregate zone-based models 
have demonstrated their utility to simulate traffic flows on 
major roads in the short term, with some limitations. In gen
eral, the finer grained the data one attempts to measure in 
these systems, the less the reliability in the simulation, which 
is quite reasonable, given the probabilistic and nonlinear nature 
of human travel behavior and network flow. The farther out 
into the future these models forecast, the less likely it is that 
the actual future system inputs will correspond to the forecast 
system inputs or that assumed underlying relationships between 
the factors in the model system will remain stable. 

A major limitation of most zone-based r gional tran por
tation mode l. i their ignorance of fine-grained patial. vari
ations in the built environment and in urban popula tio n . 
Hundred or thousands of households exhibiting and expe
r iencing huge variation in the attrib utes shaping travel beha v
i or are usually reduc d to single zone values representing 
average characteristics. Often, variance of key attributes within 
wnes exceeds the variance between zones, leading model 
builders to draw faJse conclu ion from overly aggregate I 
data . For such attributes, G IS technology offers great poten
tial f r improving the explanatory power of c nventional 
transportation modeling techniques. 

For example, within the confines of a limited number of 
often large transportation analysis zones, conventional aggre
gate models usually do a poor job of reflecting true transit 
access travel times and conditions. Is there a sidewalk people 
can use to get to a transit stop or are they forced to walk in 
the street as in so many American suburbs and citie ? To get 
from the bus stop to the workplace door, must the transit 
passenger walk across a huge parking lot while dodging cars, 
as in so many campus-style office parks, or is the workplace 
entrance located near the bus stop with a sidewalk for a1:1:ess, 
as in a more pedestrian-friendly downtown? For how many 
households or employees is transit service within S minutes, 
10 minutes, 15 minutes, or more by foot? Conventional model 
data structures are usually unsuited to determining even 
weighted averages of such parameters and if uch parameter~ 
are used, they depend on the crude guesswork of semi-skilled 
planning technicians and interns who do much of the laborious 
network coding. 

Fine-grained networks of footpath· , idewalks bik.eway 
alleys, and neighborhood streets are found in vi1t ua lly a ll 
buman-scaJe livable cities of the world and are essential for 
the transportation, community access, and connectivity func
tions they perfom1 , but the e are usually neglected in con
ventional aggregate zone-based transportation model sys
tems. Until recently, the costs of collecting, coding, storing, 
and using such data within regional computer transportation 
models have been excessive. Roads and bus and rail lines are 
the sole repre entative elements of transportation capacity 
in most conventional zone-ba ed regional Iran portation 
models. 

The overuse of such transportation models to set prioritie 
for transportation capital inve tment and operations planning 
in the United tates, despite their inability to simulate horl 
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trips, non-motorized trips by foot or bicycle and access trip 
to and from public tran portation, bas J d to neglect of the e 
element of them bility sy tern. Thi pra tice ha:. :.haptxl d1e 
design of modern automobile-dominated American suburbs. 
Aggregate models have been used to justify creation of a built 
environment that encourages all who can to maintain a fleet 
of several cars per household to avoid immobility. 

There has been an overreliance on area-specific calibration 
factors in conventional regional transportation models in the 
United States and in Montgomery unty, Maryland which 
bas relied mostly on m dels d veloped by OG for th region. 
These factors have allowed model to calibrate lo observed 
data without attaining sensitivity to key factors that account 
for differences in travel behavior, such as the quality of 
the pede trian environment or the age and density of the 
neighborhood. 

As communities mature from new neighborhoods to older 
neighborhoods, they frequently become far more demograph
ically diverse. The degree of diversity hapes key elements of 
travel behavior, especially in the diurnal distributi n of trips . 
Yet area-based factors in models mask these differences and 
rule out forecasting possibilities for change in the orientation 
of mobility systems in newer communities. With such factors, 
models become almost circular in their logic and make it 
nearly impo sible to imulate the future as anything other 
than an intensified image of the present. 

This is often reinforced by the tendency of conventional 
models to deal with households and employment in isolation 
as unitary input quantities. The models do not ask how these 
jobs and households are mixed at a small scale. Are there 
apartment. over stores in the fashion of E urope, Japan and 
America before the automobile age or are all the u e seg
regated in mid- and late-twentie th century fa hion? The models 
usually do not ask how expensive are the dwellings and how 
much do the jobs pay? Can all the people who work in the 
jobs afford to live nearby? At what stage in their life-cycle 
are Lhe household in each ne ighborhood? These questions 
lie at the currenl frontiers of computer tran ·portation mod
el ing, which must begin 10 inco~porate activity ana ly i 
principles and textural variables into model structure to 
improve model stability and explanatory power over longer 
time frames. 

The M·N PP h pest us IS technology and imp1ovctl 
data acquisition and management system to begin to get cost
effective quantitative answer to uch questions so that com
puter transportation models can reflect more of the richness 
of the rea lity that shapes traveler behavior , mod ch ice and 
community stru ture. GI software can manage and manip
ulate spatially detailed data structures useful for describing 
trip origin or de tlnation characteri ti.c a thousirnds of point , 
rather than a hundred of zone , and may find an important 
role in trip generation and mode choice modeling. Conven
tional zone-based transportation models, however, re tain their 
strength in the manipulation of two and three dimensional 
matrix data , uch a trip distribution and trip-tab! develop
ment , and in ne twork assignment and analysis. 

Montgomery ounty planners aJe ju t beginning to explore 
these opportunitie . Work is gelting underway in J 990 to 
recalibrate the M-NCPP travel demand mode ls with the 
objective of eliminating as much as possible the use of area
specific model co fficients. 
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USE OF GIS SOFTWARE WITH 
TRANSPORTATION MODELS 

Like a number of other planning agencies in fast-growing 
areas of rhe developed worl.d , tbe M-NCPPC i exploring 
linkages of GI to transportation and other modeling. The 
first M-NCPP Montgomery ounty Transportation Division 
use of GIS oftware is for acqui ition of more refined land 
use and demographic data at traffic zone and subzone levels 
from county tax asses. or parcel file records household and 

mployment survey and other sources. The GTS hou.ld pro
vide better data for transportation model i11put and calibration 
and aid the display of zone and network data inputs and 
outputs related to the model system. 

The use of parcel file records to allocate zone level land 
use data to subzones fo r input to fine-grained model systems 
will be tested in early 1990. This application may allow sub
stantia.I improvement in the productivity of planners produc
ing land use data inputs for these subarea master planning 
models. Other applications are expected in the near future. 
The combination of SP ANS and EMME/2 may allow greater 
sensitivity of the models to transit serviceability and other 
small scale factors in the built environment that affect trave l 
behavior. SPANS may aid refined patial analysis of travel 
urvey data and, as a GlS data base integrator, it may aid 

low-cost data acquisition for developing a superregional Bal
ti more-Wa hington transportation model f cused on Mont
gomery County, which sits between the e two maj . r cicies. 

Eventually combining GIS teclu1ology with c nventional 
transportation models may make it possibl to overcome many 
problem inherent in aggregate zone-based model structures 
whe re the variance in data within zones exceeds the variance 
between zones. Highly disaggregate analysis of origin a nd 
destination characteri tics rela ted to trip generation and mode 
choice can be accomplished in the GIS environment, u. ing 
point-based data that can then be summarized or stratified 
for use in conventional zone-based software , uch as EMME/ 
2. Zone-based software has great strengths in manipulation 
of full matrix and network-related data. 

One of the challenges of developing subarea models is to 
generate input- land u e forecast data for mall subzones. 
The M-NCPP ' pa1ticipates in the OG cooperative forecast 
process and develops forecast of housing and employment 
by type for each of the 246 traffic zone u ed by the M-N PP 
regional model for each 5-year interval out 10 the year 2010. 
The e forecas ts while far from perfect , serve as reasonable 
indicator of po ·siblc future development patterns given cur
re nt market trends zoning, and demographi . Until now, 
however, the only way that land use couM b developed for 
subzones was by tedious hand mapping and calcula tion by a 
small team of community planners who would draw upon a 
number of data source to "add up" the elements contributing 
to growth within each subzone. 

Now with a GIS , these planners are poised to gain more 
freedom to think more about what direction they might like 
to push the zoning and development f the area they are 
master planning with less time required for the mechanics of 
the precess. The GIS can add up the elements desired by rhe 
planners through simple map overlays and the generation of 
unique condition reports for each subzone, zone or geo
graphic entity of interest. The procedure developed e nables 
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the direct calcula tion of subzone level totals from a disaggre
gate map layer or the allocation of zone-level foreca. t data 
to subzones on the basis of weights developed as a fonction 
of other map levels, with various boundary and control con
ditions on the allocation to e nsure consi tency and common 
sense. Typical input data include: 

•The 255,000-record tax assessor parcel file containing data 
on all registered land parcel in the county, including acreage 
zoning category , land use codes, asse sed va lue of la nd and 
buildings, and numerous geographic tag , such as traffic zone 
number and census tract and block. 

• A data attribute file concerning all approved subdivisions 
in the county, including information on size of approved 
subdivisions. 

• Vector line graph files of parcel boundaries for approved 
subdivisions that can be polygonized . 

•Vector line graph files of zone and subzone boundaries 
that can be polygonized. 

• Attribute files of any type for policy areas, zones, sub
zones , parcels, or other areas that can be defined as polygons, 
such as areas within one-half mile radius of transit stations. 

Numerous decision rules can be developed and applied within 
lhi general methodology. Currently the proce s requires a 
number of manual steps by ome ne skilled at using GIS 
software and some rela tive ly si mple custom oftware for pro
cess.ing the data base afte r u i11g the GIS. Development of 
more automated procedures for accomplishing thi method
ology is underway. 

GROWTH MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS OF 
THE MONTGOMERY COUNTY MODEL 

Annual Growth Policy 

T he M- PPC AM p ak-hour model was first u ed in late 
1987 to evaluate the annual growtl1 policy limits on ubdivisio n 
approvals. The new model , as one might expect, showed that 
traffi c congestion would be worse in the low-den ity , prawled 
new suburban grnwth area than previ usly thought and 
somewhat better than previously thought in the higher
densi.ty .inner-ring uburban center ·. 

Montgomery County s growth policy controls how many 
hou ·es and job · can be approved as new subdivi ions of land 
in about 20 policy areas of the county. Because it takes some 
years to build tJ1ese subdivisi.ons , there ha been much debate 
about what programmed road capacity should be c nsidered 
available to support these subdivi ion approvals. urrently 
roads mu t be 100 percent funded within the next four years 
to be counted a available for the growth policy analy i ·. 

Staff and M-NCPP planning board recommendation of 
growth policy limit and administrative procedures are reviewed 
guided, and adopted by the Montgomery County Council. 
Growth policy limits in Montgomery ounty are set by eval
uating anticipated future traffic conge tion levels against level 
of service standards de cribing acceptable traffic conge tion 
level.s for each policy area. More congestion is deemed accept
able in areas that have greater transit availability and where 
people thus have greater choice about how they can travel to 
work (4). 
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The growth policy li 111 it are set through a judgmental eval
uation o.f model outputs not by any automatic process. Under
and oversimulation observed differences between AM and 
J'M peak hour conditions and other technical adj ustments 
mu t be rnade to Interpret model outputs recognizing the 
weaknesse of th modeling sy tern. To take back already 
approved u division i almo t impossible . Generally county 
planners hav made adjustment to job or ho~1 s ing growth 
limit only in those policy areas where new tra nsportation 
capacity ha · come on line in a new budg t, although periodic 
adjustments to account for trip distribution changes and 
improvement in the measurem nt and simulation f traffic 
levels of ervice are now being con idered. 

Thus the result of changes from a daily to AM peak-hour 
model ha only slowly taken effect in grm th policy admin
istration, as changes in transporta tion capacity, p Jicy area 
boundarie , level of service. tandards and other factor- make 
it po sible to alter growth limit established within a complex 
growth policy y tern. 

fn the coming m nths , the staff hope to use GIS oftware 
to analyze proposed new policy area boundary definitions and 
use the logit model and tran it net\ rk descriptions to devi e 
improved measure of transit ava ilability related t setting 
acceptable traffic congestion level of service standard for 
policy area . 

General Plan Assessment Study 

In 1987, the M-NCPPC used the EMME/2 model ·ystem for 
the first lime for I ng-range planning i11 a sketch planning 
exercise that evaluated the Montgomery County gene ral plan 
(5). At the time, the new M-NCPPC l1)git model had not yet 
been developed , so default mode shares from. orne long-range 
modeling done by tbe ounci l of overnments, at time · m d
i[ied judgmentally using various techniques. were used to con
vert per Oil-work trip to auto driver-work trip . 

In an initial sc1.mario , ii wa assumed that the entire zoning 
capacity of the county was built out along with the entire 
master p lan of highways and trnn portation . This initial sce
nario produced extremely high levels of road congestion 
verywhere in the county, even with some increase assumed 

in transit mode share, and led to the conclu ion that the count 1 

was overzooed for employment relative to holl ing. 
Another scenario wa · developed in which the number f 

jobs was reduced by one-half. Without major changes in work 
trip mode shares, however, it wa clear that even this would 
produce excessive traCfic conge tion. 

Thi scenario was then modified further by as urning a 
regional network of light rail lines, amounting to 65 miles ( 100 
km) in Montgomery County alone, that would connect all 
major activity center · in the polycentric Wa hington , D.C., 
region to each other and to the region's J03 mile (163 km) 
Metro system. It was al o assumed that other public policies 
upportive of walking, bicycling, and public transport wouJd 

be adopted. This scenario included a circumferential light rail 
network around the region roughly paralleling th apital 
Beltway to help alleviate traffic pressures on that road , mea-
ures to slow and calm traffic ill major growth centers to 

improve pedestTian and cycl ist conditions , and major invest
ment ill sidewalks and bicycle paths. 
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EMME/2's matrix calculator wa used to perform a th ught
fu l largely judgmental manipula tion of COG forecast mode 
sh:nes Oil a zone pair specific bnsi to reflect thes~ <1ssump
tion . This led to a reduction in anticipated ounty-wid origin 
automobile driver mode share for work trips fr m 78 percent 
in 1987 to an a urned 50 percent. Thi fewer jobs, enhanced 
tran it" scenarios howed promise of achieving traffi · conges
tion level. close to the ·tandard et under the county's Ade
qm1te Public Faci litie Ordinance . 

This analysis wa pre ented to the oun.ty Council in early 
1988 and influe nced a major zoning text amendment that had 
the effect of reducing employment zoning capacity in the county 
bY roughly one-third in early 1989. The counci l also provided 
!he M-N PP with $250,000 for further work titled the 0111-

prehensive Growth Policy Study ( GPS) (6). 

Comprehensive Growth Policy Study 

The CGPS , re lea ed in July 1989, looked 30 year into the 
future at the to.ugh choices the county migh t face in balancing 
job and housing growth with attendant demand for tran -
portation and chools focusing particularly n fiscal and traffic 
congestion impacrs . T he study developed and eva luated laod 
use and mobility patt ms with appropriate bundle · of sup
porting public policies consistent with each cenari . 

Pour major land u e scenarios were devised with different 
levels ofh using and jobs- FAST but balanced growth , LOW 
but balanced growth , JOBS favoring employment growth and 
HOUSING favoring hou ing growth. These were tested against 
several mobility patterns-AUTO continuing current policies 
and building ou.t the master plan of highway , VAN adding 
to this a network of high occupancy vehicle lane , and RAIL 
adding to AUTO a light rail network imilar to the one described 
for the General Plan Asses ·menl Study. For the RAlL pat
tern , most new housing and job growth above current levels 
of approved development were clustered at higher densities 
near rail stations. For the VAN pattern the clustered employ
ment pattern developed for the RATL pattern wa retained 
but the more prawl d h<msi ng of the AUTO pattern ba. ed 
on current zoning was u ·ed . 

Major advance were made in techniques to develop alter
native zone-level land use ·cenarios, working from the bot
tom-up to take account of community d ign principle , from 
tbe top-down to take account of knowledge ga ined thr ugh 
annual growth policy model analy e and u ing in-hou e c m
puter oftware to all-the-while observe a ho t f c mplex 
decision rules to ensure that the resulting land u e allocation 
respected variou boundary conditions at zone and county
wide levels. For the aiialy i · the county' 246 zones were split 
ro 285 to allow greater detail in the areas witb p tential to 
become hjgher-de11sity new town centers. 

In addition, the RAIL pattern assumed that: 

• Major investments would be made to make all major 
activity centeri; very pedestria n- and bicycle-friendly, willi 
measures taken ro sl()w and a im automobile Lraffic in these 
centers, 

• Transit-.. ervicqable site planning would be adopted c uo
tywide, moving away from sprawled campus- ·tyle office 
development and homogeneous development 
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• Parking charges would be much higher than today in all 
employment areas and parking supply would be capped in 
central business districts, 

• An ordinance would be passed to require equalization of 
commuter subsidies, reducing user-perceived public transport 
fares, and 

• Gasoline taxes and registration fees or road pricing would 
effectively double the cost of automobile operation. 

The VAN pattern assumed a more modest package of sup
portive public policies. Figure 2 shows the mode shar s btained 
u ing the M-N PPC ne ted logit mode choice model with 
these assumptions. 

This model analysis used somewhat more sophisticated 
models and more refined input data, but was fundamentally 
consistent with the earlier sketch-level analysis in its conclu
sions. Figure 3 shows one of the major summaries of the study, 
comparing the auto driver-work trip mode share with the 
average traffic congestion level, countywide. 

It is clear that the AUTO pattern-continued dependency 
on the automobile as the prime element for mobility-does 
not work from a transportation (or environmental) stand
point, regardless of the land use assumed. The VAN pattern 
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fares c nsiderably b tter, and reduces the congestion level 
closer to the countywide tandard, but still fail for the FAST 
quantity of jobs and households. [t might work for lower levels 
that were not tested due to time con traints. The RAIL pat
tern allows the county to clo e ly appr ach or mcer its traffic 
congestion standard , depending on the land use balance 
between h using and jobs. 

If aJl else is held con tam in the RAlL FAST cenario , but 
more hou ' ing is clustered in the inner ring and core of the 
region along the Metro lin s, in a cenario variant called 
RECENTRALIZATlO traffic congestion level in Mont
gomery County fall ignificantly. This cenario would tend to 
have the !owe t per capi ta energy use air pollution. and infra
structure cost a well but is poli tically problemati for a 
variety of rea ·on . H wever , it points up the b nefit of con
taining sprawl, developi·ng real town centers and more affo rd
abl h u ing near jobs, with housing and job clustered near 
good public transportation in pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly 
area , and encouraging reinvestment in hou. ing in and near 
the central city. 

The findings of the CGPS have added to the pre ure for 
significant change in the direction of master plan d vclop
ment, growth management. and the update f the county 
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FIGURE 2 Montgomery County origin model share for home to work trips. 
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ma ter plan of transportation. ll r mains to be een with what 
speed these reforms will take root as they challenge many 
standard practices and vested i11terests. However, as lhe county 
faces a growing fi cal crisis increased traffic problem an 
affordable housing and lab r shortage and growing environ
mental problem , the GPS uggest way of making growth 
both economically and environmentally su tainab.le. The GP 
is expected to form a foundation for much planning in the 
county in coming decades . 

CONCLUSIONS 

It has become essential for United States l cal governments 
to develop new ways of evaluating transp rt and land use 
public policy options and alternatives to 1be single pa enger 
automobile. These evaluation sy terns must be capable of 
testing the impacts of moving towards more clustered mixed
use development pattern. and significant mode ·bifts away 
from the automobile if gr wrh i to be made economically 
and environmentally sustainable. Computer Iran portation 
model. , GIS, and data management system are all important 
tools for ucb work. Local governments must move qui kly 
to adopt the e tool and to lrain and retain qualified staff to 
manage them if they hope to manage growth effectively . 
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